BOOST CELLULAR
Bi-Phase Ampoules
Concentrated • Precise • Revolutionary
Love the effectiveness of the BABOR fluids but want a moisturised finish? Look no further,
DR BABOR Bi-Phase Ampoules are revolutionary and a first for the world! Available in 3
high performance precision formulas, highly concentrated with 2 perfectly co-ordinated
phases that combine to form an effective fluid/oil blend. Bi-Phase Ampoules provide you
with the instant effects of an active ampoule combined with the rich moisturizing effects
of an oil, leaving your skin with that “just-moisturized” feeling.
Youth Control Bi-Phase Ampoule Anti-wrinkle. Firming. Contouring.
Stress-Relief Bi-Phase Ampoule Calming. Strengthening. Moisturizing
Glow Booster Bi-Phase Ampoule Radiance. Evenness. Glow.

REFINE CELLULAR
AHA 10+10 PEELING GEL
Beauty is predictable 10+10 = 100
Looking for that lunch time fix? No fuss, no hiding indoors for days,
plain and simple skin satisfaction! BABOR presents AHA 10+10
Peeling Gel, the next generation of fruit acid peels that won’t
leave you out of action while beauty takes its natural course! The
ultimate Efolimax formula combines 10% precisely coordinated fruit
acids with 10% of the most effective anti-oxidants, after all beauty
is predictable with 10+10 = 100% younger skin! The synergistic
combination of intensive exfoliation and effective protection allows
new skin to emerge faster, and protects it against premature aging.
Look more radiant and revitalized after just one application!

REFINE CELLULAR
Cleansing with the wow factor
Detox Lipo Cleanser
Not just a cleanse – also a detox. The new DOCTOR BABOR REFINE
CELLULAR Detox Lipo Cleanser combines the innovative LipoTherm
formula with a powerful detoxifying effect to create a gentle facial
cleanser with a super-cleansing action. The result: lipid-based deeppore cleansing coupled with an intensive thermal effect.
When the balm is applied to the skin (do not moisten beforehand),
it melts on contact, producing a gentle, warming effect, which opens
the pores. When massaged into the skin with moistened fingertips,
the balm transforms into a milky micro-emulsion that removes
even deep-seated impurities. Any active ingredients subsequently
applied can then better absorbed by the skin and the detoxifying
effect is an added bonus! The innovative synthesis of aloe vera and
broccoli extracts has an anti-pollution effect, and shields the skin
from environmental aggressors and free radicals. The complex also
stimulates the skin to produce natural detox enzymes and protects
the skin against moisture loss.

